
CHALLENGE FOR 
NEW INNOVATION 

SK innovation was founded as the first oil and chemical company in Korea, 
and led the economic growth of this nation. We are growing into a global energy and 
chemicals company representing Korea with our oil development, refining, chemicals, 
lubricants businesses to future energy business. 

SK INNOVATION Business fields  
E&P, battery, materials
President & CEO
Kim Jun

Oklahoma Oil & Gas Development Site
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CHALLENGE FOR 
NEW INNOVATION 

LiBS production processBattery production processOklahoma Oil & Gas Development Site
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DIFFERENTIATED 
ENERGY MARKET LEADER

As an energy company that creates happiness for customers and society, 
SK energy will build a better society through creation of both economic and social values. 

SK ENERGY Business field  
Petroleum products
President & CEO
Cho Kyong Mok

Ulsan Complex
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TOTAL GLOBAL 
CHEMICAL LEADER

SK global chemical is constantly changing to build the best chemicals portfolio. 
We are creating a new future for the chemical industry for the customers and the market.

SK GLOBAL CHEMICAL Business field  
Petrochemical products
President & CEO
Na Kyung Soo

Ulsan Complex
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DRIVING FORCES OF 
GROWTH 

As the No. 1 lubricant brand in Korea, SK lubricants seeks to 
become a world leading company by pursuing change and innovation.

SK LUBRICANTS Business field  
Base oil and lubricants
President & CEO
Jee Dong Seob

Ulsan Complex ZIC production process
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PROMISE FOR 
TOMORROW'S GROWTH 

SK incheon petrochem aims to become a global top oil and petrochemical company 
equipped with the best efficiency and productivity through strict production control and 
environment-oriented management.

SK INCHEON PETROCHEM Business field  
Oil and petrochemical 
products 
President & CEO
Choi Nam Kyu

SK Incheon Petroche Plant
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Business field  
Trading of crude oil and 
petroleum products
President & CEO
Suh Sok Won

SK trading international will grow from being the only energy trading company in 
Korea into an unrivaled global top trading company.

SK TRADING INTERNATIONAL

VALUE TRANSFORMATION 
FOR THE NEXT
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SK INNOVATION E&P (Exploration and Production) 
Business 
E&P business is defined as a series of business activities that 
involve onshore and offshore exploration to develop and 
produce crude oil and natural gas. SK innovation currently 
participates in 13 production and 4 LNG projects globally. As 
of 2018, our E&P business is producing 53,000 barrels on a 
daily basis, and holds 520 million barrels of proved reserves – 
amount which can sustain the entire Korean population up to 
6 months.

Business Overview

Major Business Activities

Peru
Following our first barrels from Block 8 in 1996, Block 56 
and 88 began to contribute to our total production in 2004 
and 2008. With the inauguration of Peru LNG plant in 2010, 
SK innovation vertically integrated LNG value chain in Peru. 
Currently, Peru projects constitute the biggest source of 
revenue and production of our E&P business.

Vietnam
SK innovation has been producing oil and gas from Block 15-1 
since 2003. As of 2019, SK innovation is gearing up to further 
expand our business through the development of Block 15-
1/05.

U.S.
Since a series of asset acquisitions in 2014, SK innovation 
has been accumulating operational expertise in the 
unconventional oil and gas. Building on this momentum, SK 
innovation made additional acquisition in 2018 to expand our 
presence in the industry.

China
In 2015, SK innovation became the first Korean company 
with operatorship to explore in South China Sea. In 2017, SK 
innovation obtained operatorship in Block 17/08 and 17/03. 
Since then, 17/03 made an oil discovery and the process of 
building a production platform is ongoing.

Major Sustainability Activities and Performance

Creating social value for local communities
In Peru, SK innovation currently operates a social enterprise 
known as Prosynergy to aid Peruvian farmers to be more self-
sustainable. Rather than providing a direct economic aid, 
we focus on education that endures - such as agriculture 
training – to improve social sustainability. Due to our efforts, 
average household income for farmers is growing every year. 
In addition, we are making investments in our Oklahoma sites 
to reduce air, soil and water pollution in order to establish a 
sustainable business culture.

SK innovation is Korea’s leading company in energy 
and petrochemicals with 5 subsidiaries; SK energy, 
SK global chemical, SK lubricants, SK incheon 
petrochem and SK trading international as well 
as our own business sectors in E&P, battery and 
materials. We have achieved building the entire 
vertical value chain in the petroleum and chemicals 
industry with our businesses including exploration 
and development of petroleum to producing 
petrochemical products. SK innovation is also 
investing in battery and materials to create new 
drivers for growth. SK innovation will actively expand 
into the global market to achieve sustainable growth 
and will go beyond pursuing financial profit to 
pursuing the happiness of the entire society.

1. Electric car battery 
2. Plant in Jeungpyeong-gun
3. FCW
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Production Blocks

Exploration Blocks 

LNG

Country

Country

Country

Block

Block

Projects

Year of Participation

Year of Participation

Year of Participation

China 17/03
17/08

2015
2017

Libya NC-174 2000

Australia WA-34R 1998

Peru Peru LNG 2003

Yemen Yemen LNG 1997

Oman Oman LNG 1996

Qatar Ras Laffan LNG 1999

Vietnam 15-1 1998

Vietnam 15-1/05
123

2007
2008

USA
SK Plymouth
SK Permian
SK Nemaha

2014
2014
2018

Peru
8
88
56

1996
2000
2004
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Major Business Activities

Expanding LiBS plant in Korea and establishing global 
production base
We currently operate 11 production lines in Jeungpyeong 
and Cheongju. We are building two additional lines in 
Jeungpyeong with the goal to begin mass production by 
the end of 2019. We have four production lines for our 
internally developed CCS (Ceramic Coating Separator) which 
includes production lines which has the simultaneous double 
coating function. In addition, we plan to invest in building a 
production base in Changzhou, China and Silesia Province, 
Poland to meet the growing demands of China and Europe, 
the two major markets with the highest growth in the battery 
market for electric cars.

Commercializing FCW
We anticipate strong growth in the foldable display market. 
In response, we plan to complete construction of our demo 
plant for transparent PI film in Q1 2019. We are also building a 
commercial line with the goal to start operation in the fourth 
quarter of 2019. 

Major Sustainability Activities and Performance

Investing to save SHE and energy
Our materials sector has invested approximately 10.5 billion 
won to decrease wastage and harmful products to improve 
the production process for environment-focused equipment 
such as oil, dust and solvent absorbers. We are also improving 
our SHE (Safety·Health·Environment) management standards 
through continuous investment in safety and health.

FCW
Our FCW business provides a total solution for FCW 
production such as synthesizing base material for transparent 
PI films and hard-coat, creating transparent PI film and 
functional coating technology.

Battery Business
SK innovation produces rechargeable batteries for automobiles 
and ESS. We continue to conduct R&D for batteries in line with 
the growth of demand for electric vehicles and technology 
trends. We put safety as our number one priority and continue 
to advance technology to achieve high-speed charging and 
long driving distance.

SK innovation is oriented towards manufacturing eco-friendly 
batteries by developing high-efficient, high-storage lithium-ion 
batteries. The manufactured batteries are installed in electric 
vehicles which plays a vital role in minimizing CO2 emission. 
Furthermore, we are focusing our efforts in providing secure 
energy, grid stability and developing a renewable energy 
integrated energy storage system.

Business Overview

Battery cell is the basic component of the battery for electric 
vehicles, which is formed into a cluster that becomes a module. 
The modules being supplied to the customers are built 
according to the customer's battery pack specifications.

2

BEV battery
BEV requires high-energy density batteries which translates into 
longer driving distance per charge. SK innovation is developing 
a battery that has long life based on safety to meet customer 
needs.

PHEV battery
The Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle battery is a substitute for 
the engine when driving short distances. SK innovation is 
strengthening its competitiveness in technology in order to 
respond to various types of xEV.

ESS
Out of the many applications, SK innovation is focusing on 
utility and commercial application for ESS. SK innovation's ESS 
provides grid stability, standardized production of electricity 
through peak shift and reduces maximum load to achieve 
stable operation.

BMSPackModuleCellMaterials

Raw 
material

Material Component
Complete 
Product

PE
(Polyethylene)

LiBS
(Separator)

Lithium Ion
Battery

Device

Synthesis of ingredient materials

Film manufacturing

Integration of functional hard coating 
and organic film

Materials Business
The materials business of SK innovation is composed of LiBS 
and FCW. LiBS (Lithium-ion Battery Separator) is the core 
material for lithium-ion batteries. It blocks direct contact of 
the anode and cathode and provides a pathway for lithium-
ion. LiBS is continuously developing in step with the growth 
of the battery market. FCW (Flexible Cover Window) is a core 
material that substitutes glass on flexible displays such as 
foldable phones. It is composed of a PI film and hard-coat 
and we forecast that the FCW will lead the fast growth of the 
display market, which is pursuing changes in form factors. 

Business Overview

LiBS
In 2004, we developed our unique LiBS production 
technology, the first company in Korea, and the third in the 
world. We were the first in the world to complete our serial-
production method in 2007. We currently produce top global 
quality LiBS with our technology which has a competitive 
edge over our competitors. This includes technologies such 
as 5 μm thin-film production, also first in the world, as well as 
commercializing a simultaneous two-side coating method.

Major Business Activities

The SK innovation battery business provides batteries to 
the world based on our unique high-energy density and 
high-output technology. We are expanding the number of 
production sites in order to meet the growing global demand.

Construction of battery plant in Changzhou, China
Together with our joint venture partners in China, BAIC 
motor and Beijing Electronics Holding, we began building 
a production plant for electric batteries in a 300,000㎡ lot in 
Changzhou Jintan Economic Development Zone located in 
Jiangsu province, China. We will begin mass production in 
early 2020.

Construction of battery plant in Georgia, USA
SK innovation is building a battery plant for electric vehicles 
in the US, which is a highly competitive ground for the 
global automobile market. We have decided to invest USD 
1.67 billion to build a battery plant with an initial annual 
production capacity of 9.8GWh in Commerce, Jackson County, 
Georgia. We began construction starting in 2019, aiming to 
achieve mass production in 2022.

Announcement to invest in the 2    battery plant 
in Komárom, Hungary
In early 2019, BOD of SK innovation decided to invest 750 
million euro to expand the battery plant in Komárom, 
Hungary. The second plant in Hungary will be 115,702
㎡ in size. 430,000㎡ of the lot that we obtained from the 
city of Komárom will be utilized for the construction. We 
commenced building in March 2019 and we are aiming for 
mass production from early 2022. 

Major Sustainability Activities and Performance

Investing in the local community of Georgia
SK innovation has conducted philanthropic activities to 
contribute to the growth of local community in Georgia, 
USA along with the construction of our battery plant. We 
donated USD 120,000 to the local community. The funds 
have been provided to the education projects under the 
local community. We plan to obtain additional matching 
grants for education related donations for the upcoming 
20 years and will work in many other ways to improve the 
community.

nd
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SK ENERGY Business Overview

Petroleum Business 
As Korea’s No. 1 oil refinery, SK energy supplies petroleum 
products in Korea and overseas through its world-class Ulsan 
Complex. Moreover, the company has strengthened the speed 
and flexibility of the value chain in order to take preemptive 
action against uncertainties in the business environment. Also, 
as the No.1 oil business in Korea, we conduct diverse marketing 
projects to improve our customer value and social value. In 
particular, Netruck, our comprehensive solution project to 
improve the quality of life for freight drivers, provides a unique 
differentiated service to our customers. 

LPG business
In the LPG business, SK energy boosts customer loyalty by 
introducing a differentiated retail customer care program with 
the aim of reinforcing long-term competitiveness and securing 
a stable business foundation. Also, by strengthening CRM 
(Customer Relationship Management) marketing at LPG refilling 
stations, we are boosting our brand value for end-users as well 
as enhancing our network competitiveness. The termination 
of the LPG usage limit in March 2019 is anticipated to bring 
a boost in demand and we will continue to improve our 
marketing capabilities for the stable growth of our LPG business 
and increase profits.  

Specialized products business
Our portfolio includes outstanding products such as Superphalt 
(PMA, polymer modified asphalt), which we internally developed, 
commercialized and patented for the first time as a Korean oil 
company as well as premium asphalt that is environmentally 
friendly with specialized functions such as mesothermic asphalt 
which prevents potholes. In 2018, we provided 2.17 million tons 
of asphalt to the market (0.57 million tons in Korea, 1.6 million 
tons to the global market) which continued to strengthen our 
reputation as the market leader.

1. SK energy gas station 
2. Environment-friendly asphalt
3. Ulsan complex
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Due to the slow global economic growth and uncertainty 
in oil prices and oil product market, SK energy expects 
that competition within the region will become fiercer 
than ever. Uncertainty in oil prices and oil product 
market conditions, we expect that competition will 
become fiercer. SK energy is focusing its entire capacity 
on innovation of our business structure to secure 
profits and future growth regardless of the business 
environment. As part of these efforts, SK energy is 
improving management efficiency in the domestic oil 
distribution market, building networks with prominent 
global business partners and expanding business 
operations into the global market. We are also driving 
towards a business model innovation to create social 
values. In particular, we contribute to improving air 
quality and residential environment of local communities 
by investing in facilities to minimize pollution in the 
Ulsan Complex. In addition, we produce environment-
friendly, functional asphalt that we internally developed 
to cut harmful wastes and improve driving conditions. 
SK energy will continue to innovate to become more 
competitive, establish shared infrastructure, create social 
value, and achieve global growth, to become the Top 
Tier Energy Company in the Asia Pacific region. 

Major Sustainability Activities and Performance

Declaration of Asphalt Green Innovation 2030 
SK energy has declared Green Innovation 2030 to transform the 
domestic asphalt market paradigm into a green and function-
based perspective. By 2030, SK energy will transform all asphalt 
products into environment-friendly and function-focused 
products by developing core technology and products, and 
industry cooperation.

Major characteristics of our environment-friendly, functional 
asphalt products include mesothermic packaging to minimize 
harmful substances such as fine dust, superior water resistance 
and regeneration. There are three main product lines; premium 
asphalt (mesothermic, water resistant), polymer modified asphalt 
(high water supply, low noise pollution) and renewable asphalt 
(reuse of asphalt concrete waste). By developing and producing 
green and functional asphalt products, SK energy plans to create 
social value covering various scopes such as greatly improving air 
and living environment, preventing traffic accidents by enhancing 
driving conditions and growing in harmony with suppliers. 
Through asphalt Green Innovation 2030, SK energy will extend 
our social values by pioneering development and manufacture 
of environment-friendly products through technology leadership 
and innovative strategies based on environmental initiatives. 

Partnership-based global expansion
SK energy intends to enter global markets where demand in oil will 
increase along with high economic growth. We are building various 
collaborative models for harmonious growth with local partners by 
building partnerships with companies in promising regions based 
on our company’s marketing and refining capabilities. 

SK energy sees the Southeast Asian market as a great potential 
for growth. In 2018, SK energy acquired 5.23% of shares of 
PetroVietnam Oil to become the second major shareholder after 
PVN (PetroVietnam). PV Oil is a subsidiary of PVN, the biggest 
state-owned company in Vietnam. It operates service stations and 
provides oil products nationwide in Vietnam, ranking number two 
in domestic market share. Furthermore, SK energy also entered 
into the Netruck House joint venture with SNP (Saigon Newport), 
Vietnam’s biggest port and logistics company. Since 2006, SK 
energy has been improving the work environment for freight 
drivers in Korea through the Netruck House business model 
as well as providing parking and maintenance infrastructure at 
major distribution points. We will apply our business model to 
match the market environment in Vietnam to prevent illegal 
parking and traffic problems in the port regions in Vietnam as 
well as improve the infrastructure for logistics. 

LPG
LPG

Fuel
Gasoline (regular·premium), Diesel, 
Kerosene, Aviation fuel

Special products
Premium Asphalt, Regular Asphalt, 
Sulfur, Slurry oil
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SK GLOBAL CHEMICAL Business Overview

Packaging 
In 2017, we acquired the EAA (Ethylene Acrylic Acid) business 
and PVDC (Poly Vinylidene Chloride) business from the 
American chemicals company, Dow. This step brought us 
closer to becoming a specialist chemical company for global 
packaging materials. These materials are the core in creating 
multi-layer packaging films, an industry which has a high barrier 
to entry in terms of technology and will grow continuously 
as will China and new markets. We plan to grow into a major 
global chemical company with outstanding packaging materials 
by developing core technology for high functional packaging 
materials, which can serve as the driver of growth as well as 
increase strategic investment.

Automotive
In step with the trend of lighter automobiles and electric cars, 
we are strengthening our portfolio around automotive materials 
based on HCPP (High Crystallinity Polypropylene), POE 
(Polyolefin Elastomer) and EPDM (Ethylene Propylene Diene 
Monomer). In particular, we have the top market share of HCPP 
in Korea and China based on our premium quality. We provide 
optimal solutions for diverse customers through ever-improving 
technology.

Aromatics
SK global chemical produces and distributes various aromatics 
products such as paraxylene and benzene which are the raw 
materials for daily necessities, home appliances, construction 
and textiles. In 2014, we established Ulsan Aromatics Co. (UAC) 
with the number one energy company in Japan, JXTG. Through 
these kinds of investments, we have expanded our business 
and became a market leader in paraxylene, for which SK 
innovation affiliates possess an annual production capacity of 3 
million tons.

Olefin and Polymer
SK global chemical was the first in Korea to operate NCC 
(Naphtha Cracking Center) in 1972 and now has an annual 
ethylene production capacity of 860,000 tons. In addition, 
we founded Sinopec-SK Wuhan Petrochemical in Wuhan, 
China as a joint venture with Sinopec China in 2013 where 
we currently produce 800,000 tons of ethylene per year. We 
have also established a specialized production system for 
LLDPE (Linear low-density polyethylene), HDPE (High-density 
polyethylene) and PP (Polypropylene) where we produce more 
than 1.3 million tons of polymer products annually. We also 
produce NexleneTM, a high-functioning polyethylene material in 
partnership with SABIC, Saudi Arabia based on our metallocene 

1. Ulsan Complex
2. High-crystalline polypropylene for interior and exterior materials (HCPP)
3. High-functioning packaging material
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SK global chemical is driving its global growth 
based on operations in China as well as securing 
competitiveness in the technology market. 
SK global chemical is strengthening its business 
portfolio by focusing on packaging and automotive 
materials through global M&A. We also provide a 
differentiated solution through customer-based 
marketing and establishing a TS&D (Technical 
Service & Development) center in China. Based on 
these efforts, we will respond to various demands 
like reducing volume of material for our packaging 
customers or making parts lighter for our automotive 
customers in order to provide the best solution. 
In addition, we possess world-class operational 
excellence in our aromatics, olefin and polymer, 
sectors we are actively expanding globally through 
partnerships with major global players. Furthermore, 
we are creating social value by strengthening 
collaboration with partners or creating a green 
plastic ecology. SK global chemical will continue to 
grow into a global chemical company that provides 
solutions to our customers and creates maximum 
value.

catalyst technology which we internally developed in 2015. We 
will achieve a stable supply of core materials for petrochemical 
products as well as conduct end-customer marketing by 
providing various technical support and information. 

Performance Chemical
SK global chemical produces performance chemicals which are 
used in various fields such as construction, medical, agriculture 
and electronics. Our portfolio includes diverse products such as 
High Purity Normal Heptane (medical purpose) which has the 
number one market share in the world and 1,4-Butanediol. We 
are also trying to minimize environmentally harmful substances 
by developing cyclopentane for use as a foaming agent or 
creating Clean-7, a substitute for toxic substances. We create 
personalized products for customers and improve support for 
applied technology based on our marketing network and the 
technology know-how we have built up over the past 30 years. 

Major Sustainability Activities and Performance

Creation of green plastic ecology
SK global chemical held the ‘Win-win Social Value Creation 
Agreement for Green Plastic Ecology’ ceremony with 
government organizations, research centers and other plastic-
related entities to tackle the plastic problem harming the 
environment. Through these efforts, we are leading the path to 
a green plastic ecology through three Rs: Reduce, Replace and 
Recycle. We will also conduct projects in various fields such as 
creating lighter cars, reducing plastic packaging and developing 
modified asphalts using plastic waste. 

Development of plastics for lighter cars
SK global chemical developed a high-functioning plastic which 
can drastically decrease the amount of plastic used in the 
interior and exterior of automobiles. The new high crystallinity 
polypropylene cuts 10% of plastic use compared to general 
plastics and improves fuel efficiency and decreases carbon 
emissions, creating social value.

6 consecutive years as Top Shared Growth Index
In 2018, we obtained the highest credit rate for the 6th 
consecutive year in the Shared Growth Index. Selected as the 
top honorary company, SK global chemical has created a fund 
for shared growth to improve the flow of capital for suppliers 
and also holds ‘SK Job Fair for Suppliers for Shared Growth’ to 
solve problems that small and medium companies have when 
employing top talent. We will continue to deliver real value to 
our partners and create ecology with a positive cycle of social 
values.

1

❶ Door Trim
❷ Dashboard
❸ Sill Side Molding
❹ Bumper
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˙�EAA: Adheres well to metal, 
used as packaging adhesive

˙�PVDC: barrier film material that is 
a remarkable barrier to water and 
oxygen, and used in packaging for 
meats and processed food 
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SK LUBRICANTS Business Overview

Base oil business
SK lubricants began operation of its first VHVI (Very-High Viscosity 
Index) base oil plant in 1995. Currently the company’s Group 
III global base-oil market share is estimated to be 39.4%. The 
company will continue to proactively invest and build capacity to 
solidify its position as the Global No. 1 Group Ⅲ Player. 
 
Lubricant Oil business
SK ZIC has firmly positioned itself as the No. 1 lubricant 
product in Korea, by ranking No. 1 in the brand power survey 
for twenty one consecutive years. In addition, we are growing 
into a global brand by expanding our supply base to global 
automobile manufacturers, strengthening marketing networks 
and gaining recognition for our technology. We are accelerating 
growth in various markets through customized marketing and 
localization strategies. To meet the growing demand for high-
quality lubricants, we built an independent lubricants plant in 
Shenzhen, China. Meanwhile, we are simultaneously pursuing 
economic and social values by improving fuel efficiency and 
decreasing fine dust through internally developed technology 
to provide more environment-friendly products. We are also 
securing the basis for sustainable growth by developing and 
supplying lubricants for electric cars.

Major Business Activities

Diversification of product portfolio
SK lubricants established a joint venture model with global 
partners to enhance our production capability. We provide a 
stable supply of base oil and base oil products to customers 
based on our efficient logistics system which integrates 
production and sales points. In addition, we have increased our 
sales of High-end Group Ⅲ Plus base oil product to enhance 
product functions and improve competitiveness. We will launch 
our high-function base oil products (YUBASE Alpha, YUBASE 6 
plus) to meet the new trends along with stronger marketing to 
solidify our reputation as a leading producer of base oil products.

1. Lubricant
2. Spain Cartagena lubricant oil plant
3. SK ZIC products
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SK lubricants has gradually expanded its global 
presence, resulting in exports of high-quality lubricant 
products to more than 50 countries. In addition, we 
have built base-oil production facilities in Europe and 
Asia through joint ventures with global oil companies 
to underscore our position as a leader in the global 
premium base-oil market, as well as to strengthen 
marketing competitiveness targeting major clients. 
Premium lube oil SK ZIC, the company’s leading brand 
in the lubricants business, has solidified itself as the 
No. 1 lubricant brand in Korea, by ranking top in the 
brand power survey for twenty one consecutive years, 
and ranked No.1 lubricant brand in Korea. In addition, 
ZIC was recognized internationally by receiving the 
top-quality levels from two major quality assessment 
institutions: American Petroleum Institute (API) and 
International Lubricants Standardization and Approval 
Committee (ILSAC). In particular, a new regulation 
on the environment is driving a growing demand 
for lubricants. To this end, we will expand our global 
market including China and Russia through diverse 
partnerships and thus accelerate company growth.

3

Engine oil
· Gasoline engine oil
· LPG engine oil
· Passenger car diesel engine oil
· Commercial diesel engine oil 
· Motorcycle engine oil

Other products
· Automotive and industrial 
� gear oil 
· Hydraulic oil 
· Grease
· Other products: Engine 
� cleaner, Brake oil, Antifreeze

80%

20%

Base Oil 

Additive 

Differentiated market strategy by region
We achieved rapid growth in the lubricants market, the global 
core market, through a strategy differentiated by market. In 
particular, SK ZIC was selected for the engine oil category for 
the top brand certification in Russia (Narodnaya Marka) and 
gained recognition from local customers for its high quality. In 
addition, we expanded our share in the premium market by 
launching a top-tier product from German technology. The 
lubricants business is our driver for future generations to come. 
We are actively pursuing partnerships with local companies in 
countries with high-growth potential as well as establishing new 
distribution channels to build a base for accelerated growth. 

Major Sustainability Activities and Performance

Expanding engine oil market for environment-friendly cars
The environmental regulations are growing stricter in the 
U.S. and Europe respectively, so the lubricants market trends 
are rapidly changing. Demand is increasing for high-quality, 
environment-friendly products and a lubricants market for 
electric cars has formed. Low viscosity lubricants are becoming 
a necessity for automobile manufacturers. In turn, this is leading 
to a growing demand for Group III premium base oil which is a 
core ingredient to produce environment-friendly, low-viscosity 
lubricants. SK lubricants is expanding its production capacity to 
become a stable supplier. In addition to expanding production 
capacity with existing joint-venture partners, we are building a 
collaboration model with new partners to take a step further. 
In particular, we will continue to collaborate with diesel engine 
producers, lubricants manufacturers and additive producers to 
drive demand for environment-friendly oil for commercial vehicle 
which is created with Group III base oil. 

Expanding green product portfolio
As many automobile manufacturers are speeding up the 
development of electric cars including high-fuel efficiency 
engines to meet stronger environment regulations, the 
lubricants market trend is changing rapidly. Demand for high-
quality, environment-friendly products has grown to form a 
lubricants market for electric cars. In response, SK lubricants is 
establishing low-viscosity products to improve fuel efficiency 
and conducting customer-based marketing to expand the 
market for green lubricants. In addition, we are pioneers in 
building and expanding the lubricants market for electric cars. 
We are closely collaborating with automobile manufacturers 
to develop future-generation lubricants for electric cars. SK 
lubricants will establish a market for environment-friendly 
products, lead this market and actively respond to the market 
for electric cars to secure sustainable future growth and also 
contribute to creating environment values.
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SK INCHEON PETROCHEM Business Overview

Petroleum Business
SK incheon petrochem practices its management philosophy 
of ‘customer satisfaction’ and ‘quality first’ by providing eco-
friendly, high-quality products by improving its production 
facilities and precision and continuing technological 
innovation. 

Petrochemicals Business
SK incheon petrochem uses naphtha derived from 
condensate or the refining process to produce high-value-
added petrochemical products, such as PX (Paraxylene) 
via naphtha catalytic reforming processes. This creates a 
stable profit base for the company, which enhances the 
competitiveness of the business. 

1. SK incheon petrochem 
2. Aviation fuel supply
3. SK incheon petrochem 
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SK incheon petrochem has grown into one of the top Korean 
energy and petrochemical companies over the past half 
century, as Korea has successfully developed its industries. In 
2014, we invested KRW 1.6 trillion to expand production with 
enhanced facilities that could produce condensate-based 
high-value-added products such as paraxylene (PX), which 
is the raw material used in PET plastic bottles and synthetic 
fibers. In addition, SK incheon petrochem will continue to 
become the most productive company in Korea through fast 
and flexible decision-making processes and decisive action 
to enhance competitiveness and production optimization. 

Major Business Activities

Stable base for growth
SK incheon petrochem has established stable groundwork 
for growth by diversifying crude oil supply and innovating 
production efficiency. In particular, we have diversified our 
crude oil supply to regions other than the Middle East such 
as North Europe, Russia, Africa and the US. As a result, we 
expanded our feed flexibility by injecting variables such as 
condensate, light crude oil, high-sulfur crude oil or naphtha 
depending on the market situation. 

Improving credit rating
SK incheon petrochem has received an AA-(stable) credit 
rating based on our healthy financial structure from Korea 
Ratings, NICE Investors Service and Korea Investors Service.

Major Sustainability Activities and Performance

CSR platform to contribute to the local community
We believe that it is difficult for a single company, organization 
or institution to solve social problems in the local community. 
SK incheon petrochem pursues a ‘Social Contribution 
Innovation Model’ to share infrastructure and capability with 
the community. As part of this practice, we held the ‘Darak 
Darak (the more the merrier)’ program where members of 
organizations and groups that have engaged in many social 
philanthropic acts with us had a chance to share thoughts 
and build rapport. Based on these acts, we will build a social 
philanthropy platform for local communities where more 
stakeholders can participate and cooperate in social problems. 
Ultimately, we will establish a positive cycle that continues to 
create social values. 

Process│�Atmospheric distillation, gas recovery unit, 
hydrogen desulfurization, vacuum distillation, 
and sulfur recovery process

Process│Naphtha reforming process unit, BTX unit, 
� PX unit

Major Products

Major Products

Gasoline

Diesel

Kerosene

LPG

Jet fuel

Asphalt

aromatics
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SK TRADING INTERNATIONAL Business Overview

SK trading international holds the global trading platform for 
SK innovation. We are in charge of importing and exporting 
oil products from SK energy and SK incheon petrochem as 
well as supplying naphtha to SK global chemical. We have 
taken a step beyond simple imports and exports. We develop 
new business as well as engage in trading and marketing in 
international sites through 3 of our offices in the US, Europe 
and Singapore as well as our Dubai branch. Based on our 
global network, we execute the entire trading process from 
selecting the optimal oil type, contracting, transporting and 
making payment in a more effective way.

Major Business Activities

SK trading international is improving its specialization in the 
trading market by transforming and innovating to become 
a global top trading company based on unique competitive 
capabilities. We are discovering new opportunities by utilizing 
storage and establishing partnerships with global trading 
companies in major trading hubs. Our continued efforts in 
building a sustainable trading model is bringing us sufficient 
trading volume. In addition, we are gradually strengthening 
and expanding our trading platform by using our market 
forecasting capabilities, real market intelligence and systematic 
and scientific analytics. Furthermore, we are diversifying 
suppliers of resources such as crude oil and naphtha to 
respond flexibly to changes in the global oil market. Also, 
we have internally built a comprehensive risk management 
system to support the trading business to improve our risk-
management capability and meet changes in the business 
environment.

1. Crude oil import and export ship
2. Overseas business development and trading
3. Marine blending business

2

1

3

SK trading international is facing the need to improve 
and continue the company’s unique competitiveness 
with the advent of new environmental policies 
and diversifying product specifications as well as 
importers improving self-sufficiency and increased 
exports from China and India. In response, SK 
trading international is building a differentiated 
global trading business model based on a high-tech, 
risk-management system. We monitor the market on 
a real-time basis to trade crude oil and petroleum 
products under the best terms and conditions. 
We will build a global trading platform based on 
unique competitiveness such as establishing new 
business models based on strategic partnerships by 
optimizing use of SK’s tangible and intangible assets 
to react to changes in the oil market.

Major Sustainability Activities and Performance

Lower sulfur content in gasoline exports
The gasoline sulfur content standard of several developing 
countries in Southeast Asia is quite low compared to 
developed countries. Thus, developing countries may receive 
products with higher sulfur content which causes air pollution. 

SK trading international is collaborating with SK energy to 
strengthen our internal standards in sulfur content in our 
gasoline exports to Southeast Asia. In this way, we are doing 
our best to protect the air of developing countries. 

Reducing pollutants during transportation 
SK trading international is in charge of buying and purchasing 
raw materials and petroleum products along the entire value 
chain of SK innovation. We are actively trading with third 
parties as well. Since we engage in international trading, we 
are in charge of product shipping where we are minimizing 
pollutants during the transportation process in various 
methods. Rather than just complying with strengthened 
global regulations such as IMO 20201), we are creating social 
value through environmental programs such as supporting 
installations of equipment to decrease harmful substances.
1) �A new regulation from the International Maritime Organization (IMO) where a new 

0.5% global sulphur cap on fuel content will be enforced 2020, lowered from the 
present 3.5% limit
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